
Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West FL 33041 email NEW 
inventor8484@gmail.com cell phones 305 434 5276 LG TRANSPYRE VS810PP Android. 
We don't know why Tim Cook hates women and marriage to them! When women are God's 
best Invention! We do know about Tim's hate crimes against women!! 
Link to Acrobat file for 1-1-2016 Greg + Wives

6-24-2016 Tim Cook watched these women in their cars on fire and didn't stop to help! 
6-24-2016 Tim Cook watched these women in their cars on fire and didn't stop to help! 
6-24-2016 New York Times Editorial on Mandatory University Education for all High School 
Kids is not a Editorial by Editors with Syphilis! Affirmative Action! Learning curve moving 
from Win 10 to iMac MacBook Pro's for everyone at every University. Like moving from gas 
engine cars to Ford ElectricWindmillEscort's for everyone in the USA, mandatory! No Gas 
Stations On Earth Op Coup! 
6-24-2016 Independence Day: Resurgence!! The film is set 20 years after aliens invaded Earth, 
killed millions of people and were defeated via a computer virus. MS Virus has killed a million 
SWF's infected by bisexual men! STD censorship in our 1984 II real life movie caused this 
tortured deaths of SWF from Aliens at Walter Reed Military we need Independence From! As 
many as 3,331 people annually could die from heat waves by 2080 in New York City alone, H 
iPod A/C 24/7 has been invented and suppressed!! Aliens at Walter Reed Military have killed 
more than 3,331 since the 1980 invention of the Ford ElectricWindmillEscort. Walter Reed 
Military we need Independence From! General Doctors at Walter Reed can't make a better 
diagnosis. War Crimes! War Crimes have killed millions since the 1980 invention of the Ford 
ElectricWindmillEscort! MIT designed drones not iWatch for General Doctors at Walter Reed. 
This is a War Crime! CIA iPhone alert with each callers STD... medical records from Walter 
Reed. Hell no, save her life from being tortured to death over many years. Kerry infected this 
women, heard their cry's how could he give me such a terrible disease, then had Obama's White 
House MD put them to death. Independence Day: Resurgence!! Tim Cook watched these women 
in the cars on fire and didn't stop to help. How to spot a dangerous man with a terrible disease is 
not an Apple iapp for her iPhone 007. Or iPhone 7. Would Steve Jobs have ordered this iapp for 
the iPhone 7. Ask his Widow. Baristas Say Morale At Starbucks Is Sinking - Morale at Walter 
Reed is high as the next tour of duty will be Saudi Arabia with sex slave perks, sort of like 
comfort women in Korea, ha! "Britain Leaves on a Cry of Anger and Frustration" By THE 
EDITORIAL It was a cry of anger and frustration from more than half the country against 
those who wield power, wealth and privilege and spread disease like MD to SWF's who have no 
idea its a fatal disease from sex with a bisexual man. David Cameron’s ‘Brexit’ should have been 
MS virus Exit like the Plague of London so many years ago. David Cameron’s ‘Brexit’ for MS 
infected women in the news for months!! Plague was front page in the London Times for years! 
David Cameron’s Speech After ‘Brexit’ those who wield power, wealth and privilege from BP 
Oil's 1984 II Era of $777 Trillion in oil revenues! City of Key West spent $550K today from BP 
Oil on a City Park when women with MS in Key West are being tortured with a slow death. 

6-24-2016 Tim Cook watched these women in their cars on fire and didn't stop to help! 
6-24-2016 Tim Cook watched these women in their cars on fire and didn't stop to help! 



6-24-2016 Independence Day: Resurgence!! "Humanity May Be Alone In The Universe" Forbes 
- Someone should tell Forbes we are "Alone In The Universe" because Greg + Wives in Key 
West are POW's, stifled by the Key West Cops from inventing a way to hear and observe Jewish 
Aliens at each of the nearest 52 Stars. 

6-24-2016 Tim Cook watched these women in their cars on fire and didn't stop to help! 
6-24-2016 Tim Cook watched these women in their cars on fire and didn't stop to help! 

6-24-2016 Just How Stupid is Bush in Texas... University of Texas at Austin that takes race and 
ethnicity into account not "Mandatory University for All High School kids" in a No Gas 
Stations Coup on Texas Oil Men $$$ who will pay for iMac Super Computers and MacBook 
Pro's on a University of Texas at Austin Campus that is open 24/7 and staffed with Apple 
Genius Tech's! University Rx Recipes 101 will be a mandatory class too Bush never knew in his 
"Class" of Oil for Food Scams. Dust from 9/11 and Black Clouds of Diesel killed and were 
masterminded by the Bush's! New York Times Editorial: Affirmative Action Survives, Again - 
New York Times Editorial on Mandatory University Education for all High School Kids is not a 
Editorial by Editors with Syphilis in their frontal lobes, grin. YouTube Red Buys ‘Step Up,’ Its 
First Big-Budget TV Drama - I quit Google's YouTube Red yesterday as it was a step down in 
finding Rx Recipe's and had no intention to crunch then for a Moon Shot Rx Cure. 

6-24-2016 Tim Cook watched these women in their cars on fire and didn't stop to help! 
6-24-2016 Tim Cook watched these women in their cars on fire and didn't stop to help! 

6-24-2016 "Boeing Offers Details on Iran Deal, Saying All Was Done Legally" Boeing the 
company was not responding to No Gas Stations On Earth Coup that will confiscate $777 
Trillion from Iran, Saudi Arabia, Kuwait, UAE... 

6-24-2016 Tim Cook watched these women in their cars on fire and didn't stop to help! 
6-24-2016 Tim Cook watched these women in their cars on fire and didn't stop to help! 

6-24-2016 "Text of David Cameron’s Speech After ‘Brexit’ Vote" The full statement Gas 
Stations; poison gasoline exhaust will be used on the population of England long as BP Oil gets 
away with genocide! "GasStationBrexit" Mahmoud Abbas Claims Rabbis Urged Israel to 
Poison Palestinians’ Water "Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu of Israel denounced the 
Palestinian leader’s saying "Poison Gasoline Exhaust" will kill everyone on Earth... Mayor Bill 
de Blasio of New York expressed disappointment with the Supreme Court ruling blocking 
President Obama’s immigration plan, and defined it as a “step away from our values to poison 
everyone in NYC with Poison Gas Exhaust.” Yes! Everyone in NYC has poison gasoline exhaust 
atoms in their DNA. This is our NYC values. $777 Trillion in BP Oil Revenues on Independence 
Day 2016. Brexit’ Opens Uncertain Chapter in Britain’s Storied History of George Orwell 1984 
II. As BP Oil is a mastermind of Genocide + Greed via Oil Revenues when the Ford 
ElectricWindmillRolls Royce should be on the roads in London. 

6-24-2016 Tim Cook watched these women in their cars on fire and didn't stop to help! 
6-24-2016 Tim Cook watched these women in their cars on fire and didn't stop to help! 

6-24-2016 "1980 Ford" ...But shifting the automatic transmission into the desired gear didn’t 
use to require a learning curve, as it too often does these days... 2016 Ford 



ElectricWindmillEscort. Escort from gasoline to No Gas Stations On Earth Coup. Clean Air is 
the learning curve iMac Super computers will simulate the real thing of Clean Air in NYC. 9/11 
dust killed 100's of clean up workers, a scam by Bush and Koch to told them not to wear the 
mask. General Motors gave the world fully automatic transmissions in 1939 with its Hydra-
Matic, the system used a shift lever on the steering column that clearly labeled each gear. It 
became the standard approach for decades. Generals at the Pentagon gas the USA poison Gas 
Exhaust since 1980 - killing their own troops and civilians, women and children. Learning curve 
to be a General at the Pentagon. Generally speaking, the way we control our cars engine - but 
shifting into the "Gravity Engine" never sold to the Top Brass as they bought war toys sold by 
MIT. 

6-24-2016 Tim Cook watched these women in their cars on fire and didn't stop to help! 
6-24-2016 Tim Cook watched these women in their cars on fire and didn't stop to help! 

6-24-2016 President Obama has been talking about owning a piece of an NBA franchise - 
Biden's Moon Shot Cure for Brain Cancer needs to cure the Basketball Cancer in Obman's 
Brain. More young black will die from the NBA brain cancer than whites, thank God... Grin! 
Basketball kills way more Black than Whites! 
6-24-2016 

6-24-2016 Tim Cook watched these women in their cars on fire and didn't stop to help! 
6-24-2016 Tim Cook watched these women in their cars on fire and didn't stop to help! 

6-24-2016 Why the God Debate Gives Trump an Edge... 

Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West FL 33041 email NEW 
inventor8484@gmail.com NEW CELL phone 305 434 5276 LG TRANSPYRE VS810PP 
Android. 

Nice! Link below is new video added today. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=wbpw1KOQ5sU&index=1&list=PLP5Rx6jHWq3rsQIsDnKkt4eX8nar2nVdb 

inventor8484@gmail.com 



Link to 1,500 pages to 8-1-2015 Had to make my current index a smaller file.
...for the next 4 Trillion Years... Proxima Centauri will be a shining star for the next 4 Trillion 
Years... read this and then invent a way to hear and observe Aliens at Proxima Centauri... Click 
HERE!

Yes Greg + Wives in Key West will get this Gravity Control Invention and of course the 
"Gravity Engine" for the flying cars. 



CLICK HERE ----- Link to the classic ElectricWindmillCar Index-2 I edited it the web is fixed 
up nicely... 

Link to 1,500 pages to 8-1-2015 Had to make my current index a smaller file.
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/1500PagesBigto812015.html 

850 pages moved to this web link http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/04Wives.html
Moved 840 pages from Jan 2014 to Christmas 2014
Link to Photos and Acrobat files of Greg in NYC
Greg's YouTube Video reposted

inventsomething@live.com 

2015 Nightly News From Key West with Greg + Wives... On Sept 27, 

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/page2sept2015.html 



6-24-2016 Dr. Lady Gaga MD, is expected to oversee Bidens Cancer Cure Moon Shot War... 
6-23-2016 "Editorial: The False Lure of Military Intervention in Syria" By THE EDITORIAL 
BOARD New York Times. Titled the False Lure of Walter Reed MD's working on your son's 
brain cancer... 1980 ElectricWindmillFord given to the MD's at Walter Reed for a bonus in 
2016; do you get it? 
6-23-2016 "Editorial: Policing the Police on Stop-and-Frisk" By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 
Title should be Key West Police Stop Greg at Starbucks from writing his Nobel Novel yesterday 
AND WE WATCHED LIVE STREAMING VIDEO AT THE NY TIMES... GRIN. 
6-23-2016 "Editorial: The False Lure of Military Intervention in making contact with Jewish 
Aliens... 
6-23-2016 da Vinci, Michelangelo, Copernicus; Police in Key West lost the "cloud to cloud" 
lightning invention... BP Oil was the Mastermind. $$$ 
6-23-2016 "Lightning in India Kills More Than 70, Mostly Farm workers" 
6-23-2016 North Korea’s Successful Missile Test Shows Program’s Progress, Analysts Say... 
6-23-2016 Biden's Missile Test explode on the pad killing thousands of Beau's each month in 
2016... the 1984 II Dictator is blind. Greg + Wives in Key West can get a Rx Recipe Overnight 
Cure for Stage 4 by Christmas Day! 
6-23-2016 Biden picking Dr. Lady Gaga MD Shows Brain Cancer Rx Moon shot will explode on 
the Cape Canaveral Launch Pad killing millions of Beau's as Biden is "Brain Dead" but for Dr. 
Lady Gaga MD song and dance for the troops at Walter Reed... Dr. Lady Gaga MD will 
entertain the troops in Korea tomorrow. 
6-23-2016 1980 ElectricWindmillFord given to the MD's at Walter Reed for a bonus in 2016; do 
you get it? 
6-23-2016 1980 ElectricWindmillFord given to the MD's at Walter Reed for a bonus in 2016; do 
you get it? 
6-23-2016 The 1980 ElectricWindmillEscort would have given Jimmy Carters 1981 Habitat for 
Humanity the Rx Overnight Miracle Godsent cure for cancer! 
6-23-2016 Higher Gas Tax in New Jersey: After Years of No, It May Be Time for Yes... No Gas 
Stations On Earth Coup!! After all those years from 1980 to 2016. Education Innovation: A 
Special Section at the War College 
6-23-2016 da Vinci, Michelangelo, Copernicus; Police in Key West lost the "cloud to cloud" 
lightning invention - arrested for the 70 India deaths from Lightning for stifling this "Cloud to 
Cloud" lightning invention by Greg in Key West. The Key West Police stifled Greg working on 
this "Cloud to Cloud" lightning invention, UN Human Rights people will testify against them at 
the World Court in Geneva. 

6-23-2016 1980 ElectricWindmillFord given to the MD's at Walter Reed for a bonus in 2016; do 
you get it? 
6-23-2016 1980 ElectricWindmillFord given to the MD's at Walter Reed for a bonus in 2016; do 
you get it? 

6-23-2016 "Lightning in India Kills More Than 70, Mostly Farm workers" By SUHASINI RAJ 
New York Times. 



6-23-2016 Saudis Question U.N. Leader Over Report on Rights Violators. Saudis Question Greg, 
are there really 20K Walter Reed MD's in Saudi Arabia? 

6-23-2016 1980 ElectricWindmillFord given to the MD's at Walter Reed for a bonus in 2016; do 
you get it? 
6-23-2016 1980 ElectricWindmillFord given to the MD's at Walter Reed for a bonus in 2016; do 
you get it? 

6-23-2016 Mark Zuckerberg Covers His Laptop Camera. You Should Consider It, Too. New 
York Times! Greg wants 360 degree cameras on your car inside and outside; cameras 360! 24/7 
Cameras! Live streaming video for you and others. 1980 ElectricWindmillFord given to Mark 
Zuckerberg. 
6-23-2016 The 24/7 Campus - Education Innovation: Revamping Community Colleges to 
Improve Graduation Rates - The 24/7 Campus! 
6-23-2016 Carol Reinisch, she suspected a cancer-causing virus moving from host to host. For 
help, Dr. Reinisch turned to Dr. Goff + found contagious cancer in soft-shell clams. A drop of 
seawater may hold 10 million viruses... so how do you filter sea water with 10 million viruses in 
each drop... you brainstorm on a iMac Supercomputer with a few wives, grin. Nothing will be on 
the front page of the NY Times until you blast off, grin. But until now, infectious cancer was 
considered something of a fluke in the natural world, initially observed only in dogs and 
Tasmanian devils. So should people worry about an outbreak of infectious cancer? “I don’t 
think we should be starting to panic,” Dr. Murchison said. There have been rare reports of 
people transmitting cancer. An estimated 0.04 percent of organ transplant recipients contract 
cancer from the donor organ, for example. But in these cases, the cancer does not spread like a 
true parasite from host to host. Yet it’s not inconceivable that a human cancer might gain that 
power. In 1965, scientists put mosquitoes in a cage with hamsters, one of which had cancer. The 
mosquito carried the cancer cells to the healthy hamsters. 

6-23-2016 1980 ElectricWindmillFord given to the MD's at Walter Reed for a bonus in 2016; do 
you get it? 
6-23-2016 1980 ElectricWindmillFord given to the MD's at Walter Reed for a bonus in 2016; do 
you get it? 

6-23-2016 ...in a more pronounced way; Bill + Melinda's mosquitos when Key West Cops stop 
Greg from No Gas Stations on Earth. 1980 ElectricWindmillFord given to the MD's at Walter 
Reed for a bonus in 2016; do you get it? 1965, scientists put mosquitoes in a cage with hamsters, 
one of which had cancer. The mosquito carried the cancer cells to the healthy hamsters. 
6-23-2016 Key West Cops stop Greg but not kids who will die in hot cars today, this summer... 
Highly Cited:Affidavit: Dad put 6-month-old in fridge after being left in hot car. FOX 4 News 
6-23-2016 "The New Panama Canal: A Risky Bet" By WALT BOGDANICH, JACQUELINE 
WILLIAMS and ANA GRACIELA MÉNDEZ - No Gas Stations On Earth Era Coup will mean 
No Tankers on the High Seas $$$ Walt at the NY Times didn't put this in his article on the New 
Panama Canal, grin. 
6-23-2016 Girl Scout Knots are Rx Recipe's in 2016 and would have been in 1980 if the Ford 
ElectricWindmillEscort was not tied in Knots by Jimmy Carter... "After Nearly 75 Years, and 
Countless Knots, a Boy Scout Leader Is Retiring" By MEGAN JULA, NY Times. “Because of 
his age and because he has lived through so much,” Navy Knots classes will become Navy Rx 
Recipe Classes under Admiral's Greg + Wives in Key West. Navy Cops will try to arrest all 
these Rx Knots. 



6-23-2016 1980 ElectricWindmillFord given to the MD's at Walter Reed for a bonus in 2016; do 
you get it? 
6-23-2016 1980 ElectricWindmillFord given to the MD's at Walter Reed for a bonus in 2016; do 
you get it? 
6-23-2016 "Sibling Rivalry: The Grown-Up Version" ... going faster than the speed of light to 
overhear Jewish Aliens in the 52 Nearest Stars and get 52 new Recipes for brain and breast 
cancer. On stage in New York recently, “The Humans,” “Dot,” “Familiar,” “Hold On to Me 
Darling,” “Buried Child” and “Head of Passes” all touch on siblings dealing with money, 
memories and taking care of ailing parents. New On Stage in New York City after the 1980 
ElectricWindmillFord given to the MD's at Walter Reed for a bonus in 2016; do you get it? 
Walter Reed MD's have killed a billion Beau's going along driving the 1980 gas Ford. A war 
crime of course but these are the same MD's who gave Polio Vaccine to millions with no polio 
vaccine in the vaccine. 1984 Rivalry even worst more wounded warriors by the British to 
promote vets when BP Oil was the mastermind of this scam on vets. The Grown-Up Version of 
Jimmy Carter's Habitat for Humanity has invented a way to dock Nuke Subs like a Coal Train. 
How many virus are in a drop of ocean water? Rivalry of BP Oil and No Gas Stations On Earth. 
“The Humans,” “Dot,” “Familiar,” “Hold On to Me Darling,” “Buried Child” and “Head of 
Passes” all touch on siblings dealing with money, memories and taking care of ailing parents. 
These titles are like Sony + Disney movies made for the Pentagon. When the 1980 Ford 
ElectricWindmillEscort should have influenced the Movie Title. "Gravity Engine" will be a hit 
movie and Stage Play. "Rx Recipes for Girl Scouts" will be a Disney Movie! 

6-22-2016 10:30 am Key West bike cops stopped me from writing this web page outside 
Starbucks on Duval sidewalk, its all on video; I will post the video when the 1984 II Observers 
make contact... 1984 II Top Brass direct deposited some BP Oil money into these bike cops bank 
accounts... $$$ and Starbucks Bank account, grin $$$. Make some money off Greg in Key West 
in a 1984 II Novel Nobel Observers + UN Observers were at their Swiss Bank. 
6-22-2016 Independence Day and Independence Day: Resurgence; Jewish Aliens will be found in 
Key West via inventions brainstormed by Greg + Wives in Key West, grin. 
6-22-2016 If Dr. Lady Gaga MD winds over Dr. Katrina MD and Dr. Snyderman MD Beau will 
die by the thousands at Walter Reed Military... 
6-22-2016 If Dr. Lady Gaga MD winds over Dr. Katrina MD and Dr. Snyderman MD. Beau will 
die by the thousands at Walter Reed Military... 
6-22-2016 politics of 1984 II Dictators who increased the number of war vets on purpose to go 
along with $777 trillion in oil revenues... giving Walter Reed Military MD's more wounded 
warriors instead of winning the war with No Gas Stations On Earth invention by Greg + Wives 
in Key West! 
6-22-2016 Hillary Clinton Makes Dire Predictions for Economy if Donald Trump Wins... If Dr. 
Lady Gaga MD winds over Dr. Katrina MD and Dr. Snyderman MD Beau will die a thousands 
deaths at Walter Reed Military Hospital as it will remain open under Dr. Lady Gaga MD 
singing for the troops named Beau. No cure for brain cancer from Dr. Lady Gaga MD is 
Observed by everyone but Biden and his 1984 II Dictators. 

6-22-2016 If Dr. Lady Gaga MD winds over Dr. Katrina MD and Dr. Snyderman MD Beau will 
die by the thousands at Walter Reed Military... 
6-22-2016 If Dr. Lady Gaga MD winds over Dr. Katrina MD and Dr. Snyderman MD. Beau will 
die by the thousands at Walter Reed Military... 

6-22-2016 AMA and the New England Journal of Medicine know 20K MD's are in Saudi Arabia 
Today and censored this out of the article. Dr. John Mafi, assistant professor of medicine in the 
David Geffen School of Medicine at UCLA, and the study's lead author got some $$$ from Saudi 



Arabia for this. Omission and misdiagnosis on MD's vs Nurse's. Some estimate that we're going 
to be short 20,000 doctors by 2020 and the causes relate to both supply and demand," Mafi said. 
"There's more demand for primary care providers due to the ACA, so millions of newly insured 
patients are looking for a provider—yet there are fewer trainees entering primary care because 
it's lower paid and harder work. Explore further: Expanding scope of nurse practitioners 
practice discussed More information: Karen Donelan et al. Perspectives of Physicians and Nurse 
Practitioners on Primary Care Practice, New England Journal of Medicine (2013). DOI: 
10.1056/NEJMsa1212938 Journal reference: Annals of Internal Medicine search and more info 
website New England Journal of Medicine 

6-22-2016 If Dr. Lady Gaga MD winds over Dr. Katrina MD and Dr. Snyderman MD Beau will 
die by the thousands at Walter Reed Military... 
6-22-2016 If Dr. Lady Gaga MD winds over Dr. Katrina MD and Dr. Snyderman MD. Beau will 
die by the thousands at Walter Reed Military... 

6-22-2016 Hillary Clinton Makes Dire Predictions for Economy if Donald Trump Wins... If Dr. 
Lady Gaga MD winds over Dr. Katrina MD and Dr. Snyderman MD Beau will die a thousands 
deaths... a thousand Beau's have died making Dr. Lady Gaga MD more famous than Dr. 
Kartina and Dr. Nancy Snyderman. 

6-22-2016 If Dr. Lady Gaga MD winds over Dr. Katrina MD and Dr. Snyderman MD Beau will 
die by the thousands at Walter Reed Military... 
6-22-2016 If Dr. Lady Gaga MD winds over Dr. Katrina MD and Dr. Snyderman MD. Beau will 
die by the thousands at Walter Reed Military... 

6-22-2016 10 am $$$ CBS Nightly news reported 5 died from the heat on the first day of summer 
and I'm sure a few cop cars crashed and burned and were rear ended giving a ticket. Biden and 
his 1984 II Dictators genocide suppressing the 1980 Ford ElectricWindmillEscort and H @ -254 
C iPod size A/C.... 

6-22-2016 If Dr. Lady Gaga MD winds over Dr. Katrina MD and Dr. Snyderman MD Beau will 
die by the thousands at Walter Reed Military... 
6-22-2016 If Dr. Lady Gaga MD winds over Dr. Katrina MD and Dr. Snyderman MD. Beau will 
die by the thousands at Walter Reed Military... 

6-22-2016 "The number of veterans + $777 Trillion in Saudi Banks go together. Both were 
masterminded by our 1984 II Dictators who wanted to make more vets to glorify war and got 
$$$ in Oil Revenues doing it... sick Masterminds of our 1984 II Society. 

6-22-2016 If Dr. Lady Gaga MD winds over Dr. Katrina MD and Dr. Snyderman MD Beau will 
die by the thousands at Walter Reed Military... 
6-22-2016 If Dr. Lady Gaga MD winds over Dr. Katrina MD and Dr. Snyderman MD. Beau will 
die by the thousands at Walter Reed Military... 

6-22-2016 Veterans Use Battlefield Experiences to Build Businesses "The number of veterans 
starting businesses has dropped since World War II, but new programs and technologies are 
inspiring those formerly in the military to pursue start-ups." By AILI MCCONNON New York 
Times... Veterans Use Battlefield Experiences to Build Businesses 
6-22-2016 “Age of Discovery: Navigating the Risks and Rewards of Our New Renaissance” — 



about lessons we can draw from the period 1450 to 1550, known as the Age of Discovery. It was 
when the world made a series of great leaps forward, propelled by da Vinci, Michelangelo, 
Copernicus and Columbus, that produced the Renaissance and reshaped science, education, 
manufacturing, communications, politics of 1984 II Dictators who increased the number of war 
vets on purpose to go along with $777 trillion in oil revenues... da Vinci, made money off the 
Pope. 
6-22-2016 I think handwriting should be taught after kids have mastered the Fusiform gyrus on 
a iMac and childrens books. "Another Age of Discovery" by Thomas L. Friedman - Tom wrote 
this in reply to the Fusiform gyrus!! 
6-22-2016 The fusiform gyrus, also known as the (discontinuous) occipitotemporal gyrus, is part 
of the temporal lobe and occipital lobe in Brodmann area 37. The fusiform gyrus is located 
between the lingual gyrus and parahippocampal gyrus above, and the inferior temporal gyrus 
below. Though the functionality of the fusiform gyrus is not fully understood, it has been linked 
with various neural pathways related to recognition. Additionally, it has been linked to various 
neurological phenomena such as synesthesia, dyslexia, and prosopagnosia. 
6-22-2016 "Why Handwriting Is Still Essential in the Keyboard Age" By Perri Klass, M.D. As a 
pediatrician, I think... 
6-22-2016 “Age of Discovery: Navigating the light years via a space shuttle train of 100 cars as 
even one light year is to far for our military minds, masterminds. This is way War is the only 
game on Earth. 
6-22-2016 Knowledge production and exchange from tight scarcity to radical abundance. Before 
that, the Catholic Churches monopolized knowledge, with their handwritten Latin manuscripts 
locked up in monasteries... Rx Recipes need to be written up by Thomas L. Friedman for 
tomorrows NY Times. Biden is killing girl scouts with brain cancer if he will not let Thomas L. 
Friedman publish some Rx Recipes in the NY Times Tomorrow. Thomas L. Friedman ends his 
editorial on Discovery with wars but leaves out the Pakistan assembly line of H Bombs - Did 
Pakistan exist when da Vinci, Michelangelo, Copernicus were making history? “More risk-
taking is getting caught making more war vets when you have a secret weapon from 
Oppenheimer II of No Gas Stations on Earth to win the War. Tom needs to save the Girl Scouts 
named Beau by publishing Rx Recipes in the NY Times tomorrow so they can whip up a better 
recipe. 
6-22-2016 Girolamo Savonarola today is Dr. Lady Gaga MD... and Tim Cook 
6-22-2016 “Michelangelo and Machiavelli’s Florence suffered a shocking popular power-taking 
when Girolamo Savonarola, a midlevel friar from Ferrara, who lived from 1452 to 1498, 
exploded from obscurity in the 1490s to enthrall Florentines, who felt left behind economically 
or culturally, with sermons that laid blame upon the misguided policies and moral corruption of 
their leaders,” said Goldin. “He and his zealous supporters, though a small minority, swept 
away the Medici establishment and seized control of the city’s councils. 
6-22-2016 Girolamo Savonarola today is Dr. Lady Gaga MD... and Tim Cook 

6-22-2016 If Dr. Lady Gaga MD winds over Dr. Katrina MD and Dr. Snyderman MD Beau will 
die by the thousands at Walter Reed Military... 
6-22-2016 If Dr. Lady Gaga MD winds over Dr. Katrina MD and Dr. Snyderman MD. Beau will 
die by the thousands at Walter Reed Military... 
6-22-2016 Don’t Tear Down Pulse; listen to your Pulse on a iMac Supercomputer, iapps with pre 
loaded IP invention projects. Nobel Pulse! 

6-21-2016 Censored we don't know why Tim Cook hates women and marriage to them! 
6-21-2016 When women are God's best Invention! 



6-21-2016 Censored we don't know why Tim Cook hates women and marriage to them! 
6-21-2016 When women are God's best Invention! 
6-21-2016 "Why Handwriting Is Still Essential in the Keyboard Age" By Perri Klass, M.D. As a 
pediatrician, I think... 
6-21-2016 I think handwriting should be taught after kids have mastered the Fusiform gyrus on 
a iMac and childrens books. 
6-21-2016 The fusiform gyrus, also known as the (discontinuous) occipitotemporal gyrus, is part 
of the temporal lobe and occipital lobe in Brodmann area 37. The fusiform gyrus is located 
between the lingual gyrus and parahippocampal gyrus above, and the inferior temporal gyrus 
below. Though the functionality of the fusiform gyrus is not fully understood, it has been linked 
with various neural pathways related to recognition. Additionally, it has been linked to various 
neurological phenomena such as synesthesia, dyslexia, and prosopagnosia. 
6-21-2016 "Why Handwriting Is Still Essential in the Keyboard Age" By Perri Klass, M.D. As a 
pediatrician, I think... 
6-21-2016 I think handwriting should be taught after kids have mastered the Fusiform gyrus on 
a iMac and childrens books. 

6-21-2016 iMac supercomputer simulations of the Fusiform gyrus!! 
6-21-2016 iMac supercomputer simulations of the Fusiform gyrus!! 
6-21-2016 Second Day of Summer is the Longest Day of the Year for Jewish Aliens... 
6-21-2016 "An ‘Interim Destination’ for Remembering 9/11 Will Get a Bigger Space" By David 
Dunlap New York Times - 9/11 Will Get Star Travels and the 1980 Ford ElectricWindmillEscort 
that would have prevented 9/11 as it tries to prevent 9/11 II and III via No Gas Stations On 
Earth Today! Bigger Space is the Universe and we need to Drive the 1980 Ford 
ElectricWindmillEscort into 9/11 history in the New York Times in order to rewrite history. 
6-21-2016 iMac supercomputer simulations of the Fusiform gyrus!! 
6-21-2016 iMac supercomputer simulations of the Fusiform gyrus!! 
6-21-2016 Censored we don't know why Tim Cook hates women and marriage to them! 
6-21-2016 Editorial in the NY Times today should be Room for Invention; Reinvention of the 
Polygamous Marriage in the USA. - "Room for Debate" "Knowing When a Marriage Is Over" 
When is it time to give up on a marriage or a relationship? What should be a definitive breaking 
point? A recent op-ed, “Why You Will Marry the Wrong Person,” garnered a great deal of 
attention on social media when it was published and for days after. Some readers saw it as a 
tribute to the beauty and complexity of marriage, but others saw it as a way to rationalize 
staying in a bad relationship. When is it time to give up on a marriage or a relationship? What 
should be a definitive breaking point? For centuries, the primary purpose of marriage was to 
consolidate wealth and provide a social structure for procreation, but a radical shift in the last 
hundred years has placed love and happiness at the top of the list of reasons why most of us 
marry. As a consequence, our social narratives about marriage have become a Universe Knot of 
traditional values surrounding commitment and the more modern pursuit of happiness. Soul-
Mates, For an individual in an unhappy marriage, the best tool today is the iMac supercomputer 
simulations of the Fusiform gyrus with 1,001 IP invention projects with links you can click on 
like Amazon with 1 click to Los Alamos. History of Marriage and the history of inventions are 
like oil and water at the NY Times today. Marriage is front page but censored as we don't know 
why Tim Cook hates women and marriage to them. Also Censored is the history of inventions 
and futuristic Star Trek inventions. When will you read a editorial for the new Gravity Engine 



in the Next Star Trek Movie? iMac supercomputers simulations can crunch every generation of 
the invention of the electric generator into how they invented the gravity engine. For centuries, 
the primary purpose of marriage was to consolidate wealth - New Age missed the primary 
purpose of marriage is to consolidate 1,001 IP invention projects a year... This change in 
marriage goes along with Alpha Proxima as it will shine for the next 4 Trillion years, 600 times 
longer than the current age of the Universe. Soul-Mates that shine for 4 Trillion years are a real 
possibility, when we talk to Jewish Aliens we will find out more, grin. 
...for the next 4 Trillion Years... Proxima Centauri will be a shining star for the next 4 Trillion 
Years... read this and then invent a way to hear and observe Aliens at Proxima Centauri... Click 
HERE!

6-21-2016 iMac supercomputer simulations of the Fusiform gyrus!! 
6-21-2016 iMac supercomputer simulations of the Fusiform gyrus!! 

6-21-2016 A Dr. Julian Caesar MD in Rome in 100 AD and a hit Broadway play in NYC today 
titled Dr. Hamilton MD. Scientists Dictators Roman Generals Cultivate an Immune System to 
go with the solar system, but the Earth is still flat as today the Universe is Flat and there are no 
Jewish Aliens to fast track war mobilization or to declare war on. 
6-21-2016 Star Trek's Anton Yelchin Killed in Bizarre Car Accident - lever to shift the 
automatic transmission. Instead of moving to a different position with each gear, the lever 
returns to a center position. Use the parking brake... use to be the standard when stick shifts 
were on most cars before automatic transmissions. 1,001 IP invention projects and AT II will 
replace AT for the Ford ElectricWindmillEscorts next year models, grin. In the mean time use 
the parking break and a iPhone iapp to remind you to. 

6-21-2016 iMac supercomputer simulations of the Fusiform gyrus!! 
6-21-2016 iMac supercomputer simulations of the Fusiform gyrus!! 

6-21-2016 "Why Handwriting Is Still Essential in the Keyboard Age" By Perri Klass, M.D. As a 
pediatrician, I think... 
6-21-2016 I think handwriting should be taught after kids have mastered the Fusiform gyrus on 
a iMac and childrens books. 
6-21-2016 The fusiform gyrus, also known as the (discontinuous) occipitotemporal gyrus, is part 
of the temporal lobe and occipital lobe in Brodmann area 37. The fusiform gyrus is located 
between the lingual gyrus and parahippocampal gyrus above, and the inferior temporal gyrus 
below. Though the functionality of the fusiform gyrus is not fully understood, it has been linked 
with various neural pathways related to recognition. Additionally, it has been linked to various 
neurological phenomena such as synesthesia, dyslexia, and prosopagnosia. 
6-21-2016 "Why Handwriting Is Still Essential in the Keyboard Age" By Perri Klass, M.D. As a 
pediatrician, I think... 
6-21-2016 I think handwriting should be taught after kids have mastered the Fusiform gyrus on 
a iMac and childrens books. 
6-21-2016 "Why Taking Children to Work With Dr, Mom + Dad Can Have Real Impacts on the 
Blood and Messy Organ Transplants" Dr. Klass must know Dr. Katrina and Dr. Snyderman 
when to work with Dr. Dad at the Hospital at 5. Lure of Homeland Security and Hospital 
Security today you would have to be the President of the Yale Med School to take your 5 year 
old girls to work today. Handwriting was essential to Caesar. iMac and Los Alamos simulations 
of kids DNA + Smog are essential today. Intel clean room moves from the factory to "Clean 



Your Room Now!" How many particles and how big did you find clean your room and how 
many molecules of smog? 

6-21-2016 iMac supercomputer simulations of the Fusiform gyrus!! 
6-21-2016 iMac supercomputer simulations of the Fusiform gyrus!! 

6-21-2016 There is a tendency to dismiss "handwashing" as a nonessential skill... Pulse BP Cops 
check their new "Fire Extinguisher" to put out the shooter on the first shots fired. Like the Star 
Trek Kitchen puts out the flame of anything. Next Star Trek Movie you can't fire a weapon in 
the ship. Nobel's Dynamite Recipe for Nitro... 
6-21-2016 Hell Biden + Obama dismissed going to the Hospital Med School is nonessential until 
you get brain cancer... 
6-21-2016 Body of research on what the normal if you are Gen. Biden or Dr. Biden. This is why 
West Point Students get paid and Yale Med School Students don't get paid. 
6-21-2016 Fusiform gyrus, along with the inferior frontal gyrus and posterior parietal regions of 
the brain, which adults use for processing written language - iMac supercomputer simulations of 
the Fusiform gyrus, along with the inferior frontal gyrus and posterior parietal regions of the 
brain taught before children can write. Beau missed all these even as a adult! 

6-21-2016 iMac supercomputer simulations of the Fusiform gyrus!! 
6-21-2016 iMac supercomputer simulations of the Fusiform gyrus!! 

6-21-2016 Dr. Katrina would have her 3rd grade class put the Fusiform gyrus, along with the 
inferior frontal gyrus and posterior parietal regions of the brain, between their index finger and 
thumb and feel the texture after viewing the iMac supercomputer simulation of the Fusiform 
gyrus, along with the inferior frontal gyrus and posterior parietal regions of the brain. Biden 
would have Dr. Katrina fired or arrested... grin. Biden's Hospital is flat like the Earth and 
Universe. Hail Caesar! 1984 AD Today. 

6-21-2016 iMac supercomputer simulations of the Fusiform gyrus!! 
6-21-2016 iMac supercomputer simulations of the Fusiform gyrus!! 

6-21-2016 "Why Handwriting Is Still Essential in the Keyboard Age" By Perri Klass, M.D. As a 
pediatrician, I think this may be another case where we should be careful that the lure of the 
digital world doesn’t take away significant experiences that can have real impacts on children’s 
rapidly developing brains. Mastering handwriting, messy letters and all, is a way of making 
written language your own, in some profound ways. 

6-21-2016 iMac supercomputer simulations of the Fusiform gyrus!! 
6-21-2016 iMac supercomputer simulations of the Fusiform gyrus!! 

6-21-2016 Star Trek's Space Travel Killed in Bizarre Car Accident caused by our 1984 II 
Dictators driving a gasoline engine car when the 1980 Ford ElectricWindmillEscort to Star 
Travels and Jewish Aliens was wrecked. 
6-21-2016 Star Trek's Anton Yelchin Killed in Bizarre Car Accident 



6-21-2016 Killed in Bizarre A car bomb attack six Jordanian border guards in a remote area of 
the Milky Way Galaxy 
6-21-2016 Palestinian Teenager Killed After Israeli Forces Open Fire on Car - New York Times 
- JERUSALEM - Israeli forces opened fire at a Palestinian car - Teens world wide will be fire on 
in their car after leaving a gas station hold up or without paying for gasoline this summer. Stats 
are censored in the NY Times. And the story is censored too. 

6-21-2016 iMac supercomputer simulations of the Fusiform gyrus!! 
6-21-2016 iMac supercomputer simulations of the Fusiform gyrus!! 

6-21-2016 DUBAI, United Arab Emirates - Boeing Co. confirms... A number of Star Trek 
creations like flying a Boeing Jet into orbit are behind schedule. 
6-21-2016 DUBAI, United Arab Emirates. Even Without Detonation, 4 Hydrogen Bombs Scar 
Spain" Decades after an Air Force bomber and a refueling jet collided... Boeing is starting the 
assembly line up today to build a next generation of refueling jet tankers when the 1980 
ElectricWindmillEscort invented H and O @ -254 C to fly Boeing Jets around the world many 
times without refueling. 
6-21-2016 DUBAI, United Arab Emirates - Boeing Co... Detonation, 4 Hydrogen Bombs in the 
USA + Paris will collide with the No Gas Stations on Earth Coup. Gen. Qassem Soleimani, the 
high-profile leader of the elite Quds Force in Iran, threatened Bahrain with “a bloody intifada.” 
What the Hell do you think Gen. Qassem Soleimani, the high-profile leader of the elite Quds 
Force in Iran, is going to do when Greg + Wives in Key West Confiscate $777 Trillion from 
Allah + Saudi Arabia and do a coup that mandates No Gas Stations On Earth by 1 Jan 2017. 
Critics said the move against the cleric, Ayatollah Sheikh Isa Qassim, is likely to further inflame 
divisions in Bahrain, an important American ally in Times of a Trillion Gas Stations on Earth 
Era... not after the coup of No Gas Stations On Earth Era, grin. 
6-21-2016 A Dr. Julius Caesar MD in Rome in 100 AD 

6-21-2016 Censored we don't know why Tim Cook hates women and marriage to them! 
6-21-2016 Censored we don't know why Tim Cook hates women and marriage to them! 
6-21-2016 iMac supercomputer simulations of the Fusiform gyrus!! 

6-21-2016 iMac supercomputer simulations of the Fusiform gyrus!! 
6-21-2016 iMac supercomputer simulations of the Fusiform gyrus!! 

6-20-2016 First Day of Summer is the Longest Day of the Year for Jewish Aliens... 
6-20-2016 iMac Supercomputer simulations in the NY Times Video will upgrade the paper like 
light year travels would upgrade NASA. 
6-20-2016 iMac Supercomputer simulations in the NY Times Video will upgrade the paper like 
light year travels would upgrade NASA. 
6-20-2016 This Summer, help us document 1,001 who will die from heat who would have lived if 
the NY Times would have leaked the 1980 Ford ElectricWindmillEscort and the iPod size A/C 
that is fueled by H @ -254 C. 



6-20-2016 "What Does the First Day of Summer Look Like in New York City!" By THE NEW 
YORK Times in a Gasoline Engine Times... 
6-20-2016 What will the First Day of Summer Look Like in New York City in a Ford 
ElectricWindmillEscort Time... 
6-20-2016 Watch the people walking down 5th Avenue with their iPod size Carrier Air 
conditioners, on a Tiffany necklace... cool as Hell; grin. 
6-20-2016 On Monday, help us document the longest day of the year, and the first day of 
summer, by sharing your photos of New York City. 
6-20-2016 On Monday, help us document 1,001 IP invention projects for the summer of 2016. 
6-20-2016 This Summer, help us document 1,001 who will die from heat who would have lived if 
the NY Times would have leaked the 1980 Ford ElectricWindmillEscort and the iPod size A/C 
that is fueled by H @ -254 C. 
6-20-2016 Unlike the NY Times we are looking for selfies; with audio and links to web pages that 
are like old school brainstorming in a class room or in the corner office of IBM and Google 
today. We are not looking for summery selfies; Greg and Wives in Key West are looking for 
selfies; the New York Times is not looking for selfies; in IP invention projects for Summer 
pictures. Write the IP invention project idea on your picture! 

6-20-2016 iMac Supercomputer simulations in the NY Times Video will upgrade the paper like 
light year travels would upgrade NASA. 
6-20-2016 iMac Supercomputer simulations in the NY Times Video will upgrade the paper like 
light year travels would upgrade NASA. 

6-20-2016 cityroom@nytimes.com Please note: The picture you post must be one that you took 
yourself on June 20, 2016, in New York City. 
6-20-2016 The Pictures you post to IP invention projects must be one you brainstormed with 
many others on June 20, 2016 anywhere on Earth. 
6-20-2016 4 Key Questions as Senate Considers New Gun Safety Measures - iPhone 007 Dash 
Cam's mandatory on all cars that can detect all guns in cars like KMart DVD's leaving the store. 
4 Key Questions as Senate Considers New Gun Safety Measures - Hate Crimes by Tim Cook, 
sure Hillary's email is front page but printing Tim Cook's email's on the front page of the NY 
Times would result in a arrest for Hate crimes against women, Hillary is to high up to arrest for 
emails, grin. 

6-20-2016 iMac Supercomputer simulations in the NY Times Video will upgrade the paper like 
light year travels would upgrade NASA. 
6-20-2016 iMac Supercomputer simulations in the NY Times Video will upgrade the paper like 
light year travels would upgrade NASA. 

6-20-2016 1984 lie's in the Editorials -"The Broken Promise of Closing Guantánamo" By THE 
EDITORIAL BOARD Congress appears likely to block President Obama from closing 
Guantánamo, but nothing prevents him from allowing human rights monitors to visit. 1984 II 
Dictators are Light Years from even thinking of closing Guantánamo, and opening a Hospital 
Prison for Bisexual and Gay Men with MS Virus, and other terrible STD, 1,001 new women will 
be infected with this summer 2016. 1984 II Dictators are Light Years from even thinking of all 
the women SWF who will be infected for the first time with STD's by 1984 II Observers! 



6-20-2016 iMac Supercomputer simulations in the NY Times Video will upgrade the paper like 
light year travels would upgrade NASA. 
6-20-2016 iMac Supercomputer simulations in the NY Times Video will upgrade the paper like 
light year travels would upgrade NASA. 

6-20-2016 Summer writing class... Feminism Novels written by women MD's who can get MS 
Virus and STD past the George Orwell censors of Novels and Movies. I can easily make out the 
slippery slope where two glasses of wine a day becomes three, where mayhem begins. I can guess 
one 1984 II Dictator infecting one women with a STD then 2 women then 3, where mayhem 
begins in a George Orwell Society. With WHO MD's who can't say anything or their Medicare 
Money will be taken away along with their Swiss Bank Accounts. Bribery and Corruption, 
Supreme Court has been infected with $777 Trillion in BP Oil Revenues. British Revolution for 
the upcoming 4th of July fought with $777 Trillion in BP Oil Revenues $$$ Grin. $$$ War Chest 
takes on a new connotation... 

6-20-2016 iMac Supercomputer simulations in the NY Times Video will upgrade the paper like 
light year travels would upgrade NASA. 
6-20-2016 iMac Supercomputer simulations in the NY Times Video will upgrade the paper like 
light year travels would upgrade NASA. 

6-20-2016 Number of Zika-Positive Puerto Ricans Surprises Health Officials. The C.D.C. 
Number of STD - MS Virus - Positive Puerto Rican Men will not Surprises Health Officials but 
will surprise you if the NY Times ever publishes the stats on the front page along with gas 
station hold up's by Puerto Rican Men in Miami in 2000 to 2016... L.G.B.T.- L.G.B.T. STD + MS 
Virus Stats in every L.G.B.T. news article. 
6-20-2016 Checking Your Windows 10 Lists Microsoft’s latest version of Windows has its own 
style, but you can still use Jump Lists and find recently opened files quickly. You can find email 
span return address and search it on Google not Bing and find Bill + Melinda Gates in China... 
wow. Can't they take a joke about Disney Gator's and Mosquitos? From: zyz@jolywood.cn To: 
Subject: Your e-mail account will be closed. upgrade now... Microsoft allowed this to be send the 
second time on purpose. 

6-20-2016 iMac Supercomputer simulations in the NY Times Video will upgrade the paper like 
light year travels would upgrade NASA. 
6-20-2016 iMac Supercomputer simulations in the NY Times Video will upgrade the paper like 
light year travels would upgrade NASA. 

6-20-2016 Donald Trump Calls for Profiling Muslims to Stop Terrorists - New York Times - NY 
Times knows iPhone 007 Dash Cam's and iPhone 007 Body Cam's on all Muslims will stop 
Terrorists attacks but our 1984 II Dictators censor this news from the public. 
6-20-2016 iMac Supercomputer simulations in the NY Times Video will upgrade the paper like 
light year travels would upgrade NASA. NY Times can put iMac Supercomputer simulations on 
the front page starting tomorrow... NASA is POW like Greg + Wives in Key West. Neither Greg 
or NASA can Brainstorm IP invention projects on a iMac Supercomputer today! Some of the 
world's fastest computers employ Nvidia's graphics processor for computer vision, deep 
learning and scientific calculations, and a new GPU will supercharge these applications - 
Nvidia's worthless if none of these simulations are printed on the front page of the NY Times 
this Summer! 

6-20-2016 iMac Supercomputer simulations in the NY Times Video will upgrade the paper like 
light year travels would upgrade NASA. 



6-20-2016 iMac Supercomputer simulations in the NY Times Video will upgrade the paper like 
light year travels would upgrade NASA. 

6-20-2016 Biden is tearing into Donald Trump's views on foreign policy and urging the country 
not to follow the presumptive Republican nominee down a path of isolationism - Biden picked 
Dr. Lady Gaga MD to head his Brain Cancer Moon Shot as Dr. Nancy Snyderman has been in 
isolationism via NBC Pedophile's. Grin. Dr. Lady Gaga MD will "tell all" about all the 
Pedophile's she knows of... 
6-20-2016 Trump supporters are calling for an Apple boycott because it won't fund the 
Republican convention - Business Insider - Made in the USA all Apple computers and iPhones 
when Trump is elected Tim Cook must move all Apple assembly lines to the USA... is a better 
idea for revenge on Tim Cook. 
6-20-2016 "Self, Reflected," by local artist Greg Dunn in collaboration with University of 
Pennsylvania physicist Brian Edwards, is likely the most complex and detailed artistic depiction 
of the brain in the world. It stands 8 feet tall and 12 feet wide. This scene depicts the visual 
cortex plate. Now just add Higgs, Quarks, Atoms, Electrons spinning in orbits physiology... 
electric generator of thoughts writing this. Chemistry on the brain and in the brain is the 
Summer Novel to read and write. The inventions behind the invention of the brain. Spin off 
Inventions Greg + Wives will get when the 1984 II Observers make contact in Key West will be 
written up on this web page... The artists used structural images of the organ's folds, tissue 
types, and overall shape, as well as diffusion spectrum images that map white matter tracts 
which connect different regions of the brain. Neurons were drawn individually using a blown-
ink method to create the random, sprawling branches characteristic of the cells. Dunn and 
Edwards scanned the neuronal outlines into a computer to create the grey matter and hand-
drew fibers for the white matter - Rx Recipes is what matters now. Jimmy Carters Rx's need to 
be drawn into this picture of the brain on brain cancer Rx today. What are they made from and 
what do they do in the brain. Nice Picture! Like a Picture of the Sun before anyone knew why 
summer happened... grin. 
6-20-2016 
6-20-2016 

6-20-2016 iMac Supercomputer simulations in the NY Times Video will upgrade the paper like 
light year travels would upgrade NASA. 
6-20-2016 iMac Supercomputer simulations in the NY Times Video will upgrade the paper like 
light year travels would upgrade NASA. 

6-19-2016 Don’t Tear Down Pulse; listen to your Pulse on a iMac Supercomputer, iapps with pre 
loaded IP invention projects. Nobel Pulse! 
6-19-2016 Disney Mecca Theme that seats 2 million in the Mosque with Walt Disney telling us 
the future of the 155 Story Disney Eiffel Tower Medical School in Orlando" Like watching Star 
Trek Into Darkness at the Regal with 2 million others, wow! 5 Star Hotel Disney Orlando 
Mecca! Pulse! 
6-19-2016 Orlando and Disney will shoot down the 155 Story Yale Orlando Medical School... 
"Op-Ed | Richard A. Friedman: Don’t Tear Down Pulse" By RICHARD A. FRIEDMAN 
6-19-2016 Orlando and Disney will shoot down the 155 Story Yale Orlando Medical School... 
Tear Down the Pulse and build a 155 Story Eiffel Tower and name it the Yale Orlando Medical 
School. 
6-19-2016 155th floor view of the Yale Disney Orlando Medical School a Disney Movie made for 
the "Smog" in the "DNA" of our Human Pulse's. Target Pulse is a 155 Story Yale Medical 



School above the "Smog!" 
6-19-2016 It is painfully obvious that iPhone 007 Dash Cam's Not Yet mandatory on all cars on 
the road for 1 Jan. 2016 resulted in the Orlando Pulse shooting.... not so obvious is the cardiac 
arrest iapps and 1,001 others iapps were shot by Tim Cook. Arrested by the FBI this week. 
Thomas Robert Tamayo — his age and address were not stated in the complaint — is accused of 
leaving multiple voicemail messages on the woman’s Apple cellphone, including some in which 
he stated he would put a bullet in her head, according to a six-page complaint filed on 
Wednesday in federal court, the day after his arrest. 19K other women were shot in 2016 as 
their Apple iPhone's were out of date! A hate crime against women by Tim Cook, really. I can 
prove it! GPS of the 19K women shot to death in 2016 and the killers GPS on a iMac Super 
Computer. iPhone 007 Dash Cam's Not Yet... shot down by Tim Cook and our 1984 II Dictators 
and I have all their emails on this, grin. 
6-19-2016 Disney Orlando Pulse A Mecca Theme that seats 2 million in the Mosque with Walt 
Disney speaking!! 
6-19-2016 Disney Orlando Pulse A Mecca Theme that seats 2 million in the Mosque with Walt 
Disney speaking!! 
6-19-2016 Chelsea Clinton Gives Birth to a Boy, Aidan "Smog" particles Aidan drove into in his 
drive home from the hospital. iMac Super Computer simulation of Aidan's DNA in the first few 
days of life and the "Smog" in the air he breaths is a crime against humanity. As there should 
not be any "Smog" in his DNA. Oil dissected and Grandmother's exhaust... 
6-19-2016 Disney Movie about the 155 Story Eiffel Tower Yale Medical School would be better 
than Dory... The friendly blue fish with short-term memory problems goes looking for her 
family and takes a star turn in this sequel to “Finding Nemo.”! DNA for the MD PhD kids from 
Dad on Fathers Day! Yes you have to get your MD PhD Children. Times have change since I 
went to school. Mandy Miles writing about her Dad making her get a MD PhD... ha! Better 
reading than 11 pm ride home by mom and dad as Mandy would be studying at 11 pm all those 
years! A scene from “Independence Day: Resurgence.” Twentieth Century Fox “Perhaps it’s 
fate that today is the Fourth of July, and you will once again be fighting for our freedom, not 
from tyranny, oppression or persecution — but from annihilation!” This is why Mandy Miles 
will get her MD PhD. To save the Earth from Aliens or to find Jewish Aliens! 

6-19-2016 Disney Orlando Pulse A Mecca Theme that seats 2 million in the Mosque with Walt 
Disney speaking!! 
6-19-2016 Disney Orlando Pulse A Mecca Theme that seats 2 million in the Mosque with Walt 
Disney speaking!! 

6-19-2016 Comcast Killings... $20 Billion in 2016 to rent set top cable boxes... and there is 
nothing good on cable tonight! “Primitive semi-radius tachyons” Primitive Comcast or just 
Greed and Murder of a billion cable TV viewers premeditated. War Crime in Crimes Against 
Humanity at Comcast! Prognosis is Hell as Comcast will shoot 49 million viewers with mad men 
tv shows and charge them more than the cost of the LG 55" big screen tv set. Tyrant Comcast! 
6-19-2016 Comcast Killings... $20 Billion in 2016. $26.6 billion, the Saudi Binladen Group has 
led the efforts to increase the capacity of the Grand Mosque, in Mecca adding new wings, prayer 
areas, escalators and hundreds of bathrooms. King Abdullah ordered the installation of the 
world’s largest folding umbrellas in the piazzas outside the Grand Mosque, to shelter 
worshipers from the blistering sun as they offered prayers, read the Quran or simply basked in 
their proximity to this holy site. King Salman, announced plans to build a ring road, subways 
and intercity trains to accommodate 2 million worshipers every week 52 weeks of the year. All 
this while Comcast charges us in the USA $20 Billion and no cable of all the Mecca Mosque and 
2 million seated thanking Comcast and God for the Oil Revenues in a Ford 
ElectricWindmillEscort Era shot down by Cable TV. Comcast Ford ElectricWindmillEscort 
Era shot down. 



6-19-2016 "Disney Theme Park Dining Beyond Burger's and Turkey Legs" By LUCAS 
PETERSON A hypothetical faster-than-light particles Theme Park! Dr. Disney MD PhD. 
6-19-2016 "Roundup: Hotels That Rival Nearby Theme Parks" By ELAINE GLUSAC 155 
Story Yale Orlando Key West Medical School that Rival the Saudi Kings Medical Schools in 
Saudi Arabia and Mecca built with $777 Trillion in gas station hold up money and the Saudi 
thieves fire bombed cop cars in hot pursuit of them before they reached Mecca. 
6-19-2016 Apple; Steve Jobs Slow Death is Beyond Us but others not as famous will die of 
pancreatic cancer today - Tim Cook never considered a Moon Shot for Steve Jobs or a 155 Story 
Steve Jobs Medical School. 
6-19-2016 Apple; Steve Jobs Slow Death is... New York Times Winds of War inventions... "War 
of Brothers: ‘I Will Kill Him With My Own Hands’ By TIM ARANGO and FALIH HASSAN 
For Iraqi Sunnis, the struggle to retake Falluja will kill Steve Jobs over and over and the 
masterminds of this killing Steve Jobs are the Editors at the New York Times who write the 
winds of war instead of putting the iMac Super Computer simulation of the pancreatic cancer 
cell fighting to kill Steve Jobs today. War Crimes by the New York Times don't need a Yale 
Lawyer to point them out and convict the editors at the New York Times of War Crimes and 
Crimes Against Humanity. I think someone is direct depositing $777 Trillion into these New 
York Times Journalists Swiss Bank accounts for winds of war stories and to suppress iMac 
Super Computer simulations of the pancreatic cancer cell on the front page and in the editorials. 
Sony movies made for the Pentagon. When the secret files are made public and we see the titles 
of the Movies Sony made in secret for the Pentagon we will think what Disney Movies were 
made in secret for the Pentagon, Ha!! 

6-19-2016 Disney Orlando Pulse A Mecca Theme that seats 2 million in the Mosque with Walt 
Disney speaking!! 
6-19-2016 Disney Orlando Pulse A Mecca Theme that seats 2 million in the Mosque with Walt 
Disney speaking!! 

6-19-2016 Star War Travel Tips: would have the Jewish Aliens in the Galaxy Falluja. 
6-19-2016 War Travel Tips: For Iraqi Sunnis, the struggle to retake Falluja from the Islamic 
State underscores the personal nature of war. It’s not a conflict with a shadowy and unknowable 
force, but one of sons and brothers, nephews and neighbors. 
6-19-2016 Apple; Steve Jobs Slow Death is... New York Times Winds of War inventions... "War 
of Brothers: ‘I Will Kill Him With My Own Hands’ By TIM ARANGO and FALIH HASSAN 
For Iraqi Sunnis, the struggle to retake Falluja will kill Steve Jobs over and over and the 
masterminds of this killing Steve Jobs are the Editors at the New York Times. 
6-19-2016 Travel Tips: How to Get a Hotel Upgrade - By SHIVANI VORA 
6-19-2016 Medical Tips: How to Get a Medical School Upgrade - By SHIVANI VORA 
6-19-2016 Journalists Tips: How to Get a New York Times Upgrade - By SHIVANI VORA - all 
writers must have a MD degree at the New York Times. This is like Yale Medical School were 
most MD's have a PhD too. 

6-19-2016 Don’t Tear Down Pulse; listen to your Pulse on a iMac Supercomputer, iapps with pre 
loaded IP invention projects. Nobel Pulse! 
6-19-2016 Don’t Tear Down Pulse; listen to your Pulse on a iMac Supercomputer, iapps with pre 
loaded IP invention projects. Nobel Pulse! 



6-19-2016 Travel Tips: Jewish Aliens! 
6-19-2016 Travel Tips: How to Get a Hotel Upgrade - By SHIVANI VORA 

6-19-2016 Disney Orlando Pulse A Mecca Theme that seats 2 million in the Mosque with Walt 
Disney speaking!! 
6-19-2016 Disney Orlando Pulse A Mecca Theme that seats 2 million in the Mosque with Walt 
Disney speaking!! 

6-19-2016 Don’t Tear Down Pulse; listen to your Pulse on a iMac Supercomputer, iapps with pre 
loaded IP invention projects. Nobel Pulse! 
6-19-2016 Don’t Tear Down Pulse; listen to your Pulse on a iMac Supercomputer, iapps with pre 
loaded IP invention projects. Nobel Pulse! 

6-19-2016 Travel Tips: from Jewish Aliens 
6-18-2016 Letter to the New York Times; "Being Drunk Is No Excuse" A professor of medicine 
says, “Being drunk or high is no more of an excuse for harming someone than anger or hatred 
are.” Rx Recipes are given to millions for anger and hate Doc... Rx Recipe for drunks will be 
invented by Greg + Wives in Key West and Cops in NYC who carry a shot for Heroin users OD 
will carry a shot for Drunks to sober up in less than a minute. Better Nobel Prize for our Habitat 
for Humanity than Jimmy Carters! Jewish population firmly Democratic and away from the 
Socialists, Communists, Inventors Brainstorming an Exodus to the Nearest 52 Stars in our 
lifetime. “Jews in American Politics,” 
6-18-2016 Honor of driving the 1980 Ford ElectricWindmillEscort into Mecca not Baghdad... 
6-18-2016 Honor of... Senators have warned Boeing Corporation not to proceed with a rumored 
deal to sell approximately 100 planes to Iran, pointing out that aircraft could be used to boost 
the Islamic Republic's destabilizing activities. 
6-18-2016 Honor of... NASA and Chang at the NY Times know the 787 that can fly into orbit 
and reach Paris at Mach 10 is the next Boeing Plane yet write this "Orwellian Story in the NY 
Times today instead of Brainstorming ideas for the 787 that can fly into Orbit via H and O at 
-254 and Jet Engines not Electric. "NASA Unveils Plans for Electric-Powered Plane" By 
KENNETH CHANG NASA is investigating using fuel cells rather than batteries to provide the 
electricity. But limits in the speed of propeller-driven aircraft means they are unlikely for cross-
country airline flights. “I think all-electric would be a stretch for jetliners. At a conference on 
Friday of the American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics in Washington, Charles F. 
Bolden Jr., the NASA administrator, announced plans for an all-electric airplane designated as 
X-57, part of the agency’s efforts to make aviation more efficient and less of a polluter. A war 
crime by NASA... of course. 
6-18-2016 Honor of... Senators, all 100 including McCain know Iran will sell $777 Trillion in Oil 
to the USA and others... 
6-18-2016 Biden; the Honor of driving the 1980 Ford ElectricWindmillEscort around Times 
Square NYC 
6-18-2016 Biden; the Honor of driving the 1980 Ford ElectricWindmillEscort around Times 
Square NYC 
6-18-2016 Honor of letting women drive a car in Mecca is not part of our 1984 II Society's 
Orwellian Dictators! Mad Men with Syphilis in their Brain! 


